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How do I start an inventory? 
To start an inventory, go to the Back Office 
tab and click on the Inventory option. Then, 
click the Start New button. 

Why can’t I find the Inventory option on 
the Back Office tab?

Your login doesn’t have the proper access level 
permission to inventory the library collection. 
Contact your Site Administrator or Destiny 
Administrator.

Do I have to complete an inventory the 
day I start it? 

No; an inventory can be left open as long 
as needed. However, we encourage you 
to complete inventories within reasonable 
time frames so you can use them as timely 
collection management tools.

 
Can I circulate materials while an 
inventory is in progress? 

Yes, Destiny includes circulating materials in its 
inventory calculations. 

Can I start a number of partial inventories 
simultaneously? 

Yes; just be sure to assign each partial 
inventory a unique name. Do note that each 
partial inventory will have its own report while 
a full inventory will have only one report for the 
entire collection. 

Can multiple people work on an inventory 
at the same time? 

Yes; Library Manager permits multiple people 
to work on an inventory simultaneously. In fact, 
it can be beneficial to divide up your collection 
by Dewey ranges among several staff members 
to reduce the workload for any one person and 
provide a more accurate count. 

Can I use Follett Remote for inventories? 
Yes! Follett Remote on a laptop with a 
scanner is an excellent method for conducting 
inventory. 

Is there a difference between using 
the different models of scanners for 
inventory? 

Yes; when you use the Dolphin to scan items, 
you must upload the data later in Destiny 
Library Manager, whereas with the 5100, 6100, 
7100, Panther, and Falcon, you can scan items 
directly into the system or upload them later. 

Can I leave the Dewey range empty? 
Yes; doing so prompts the system to conduct a 
full inventory. 

How do I change the starting date of an 
inventory? 

Once an inventory has begun, you cannot 
change the start date. 
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How does shelf checking work during an 
inventory? 

Shelf checking notifies you of items that are in 
the wrong place on the shelves or are out of 
Dewey order. To enable shelf checking:
 

1. Go to the Back Office tab > Site 
Configuration option > Catalog subtab. 

2. From the During library inventories check 
shelf order based on drop-down list, choose 
Call Number, Call Number/Author, or Call 
Number/Author/Title. You may also choose 
to check for differences between Dewey 
numbers, by selecting an option from the Also 
check for differences between Dewey 
numbers greater than drop-down list.

3. On the Inventory screen, check the Check 
shelf order box. 

How do I start a full inventory when I have 
an incomplete partial inventory already in 
progress? 

Close out of your current inventory by following 
these steps

1. Click the Finalize button. 
2. Select the option Ignore them (don’t mark 

them “lost”) in the dialog box. 

When I try to run a partial inventory from 
a call number prefix (Ex. “E AAA” to “E 
CZZ”), Destiny ignores my entire “E” prefix. 

When you conduct an inventory and you specify 
an “E” prefix or any other prefixes, Destiny 
brings up only items in that call number prefix 
(Ex. “E AAA to E CZZZ” contains all of the “E” 
section). Destiny ignores anything to the right of 
the space.

What does it mean if I’m scanning books 
but my numbers aren’t changing? 

The items you’re scanning may have already 
been scanned and accounted for or you could be 
in an inventory that is already complete. Check 
the drop-down list at the top of the screen to 
ensure you’re in the desired inventory. 

What does the “date last seen” mean? 
Date last seen means that Destiny last updated 
copy information during one of the following 
transactions: 
 Checkout 
 Checkin 
 Inventory 
 Individual Update 
 Receive (in Update Copies) 

Adding titles to a resource list when adding 
records by using a barcode scan, a barcode list, 
or a barcode file. 

For example, if you received some transferred 
copies from your district cataloger last week, 
you can set the date to one week ago so you 
don’t have to scan those copies. 

Why does my screen state that only a 
percentage of my inventory has been 
completed? 

This means either the inventory started but no 
items have been scanned or you began to enter 
data by uploading files or scanning materials.

 
How do I upload the scans? 

Scan or type a barcode number in the Scan or 
enter one at a time field. The barcode will 
appear under the Most Recently Accounted 
For heading.
 
To upload a file instead

1. Click on the Browse button next to Or 
upload a file of barcodes and select your file 
of barcodes from the Choose File box. 

2. Select your file and click Upload. 
3. Click on the Back Office tab then the Job 

Manager option. 
4. Click on View for your completed job. 

Is there a limit to the size of the upload/
data file? 

No; however, your local network may have 
limitations. 
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I uploaded a batch of scans containing 
lost books, so why do they still show up 
as lost?

Lost books are accounted for at the start of the 
inventory. Uploading lost books into inventory 
does not change the status. They can be 
removed from Lost by checking them in or 
clicking Found in Inventory. 

Most of my collection is showing as lost 
when I know it isn’t. What do I do? 

Begin a new full inventory. To reset the copies 
based on the date they were marked lost 
before you begin your new inventory, click on 
the View Details link and next to Accounted 
for, click on See Details. If you do not have 
an inventory already in progress, you can also 
go to Back Office > Inventory and click View 
Lost. Scroll to the bottom of the screen to 
reset or delete items marked “lost” by date. 

Why can’t I view any completed 
inventories in the Reports option?

This means that either the job was deleted 
from the Job Manager queue or the inventory 
was removed from the Completed tab.


